THE FRONTENAC ELEMENTARY

HONOUR'S CHOIR

"THE OLD WEST SHOW"

$5000 REWARD

Reward for the capture, dead or alive, of one Wm. Wright, better known as

BILLY THE KID

*DEAD OR ALIVE*

McCRAY HALL AUDITORIUM

PITTSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY

1:30 P.M.

February 7, 1980
THE PROGRAM

1. Introducing the Cast

"SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN"

2. The Traildrive Campfire

"SKYBALL PAINT"
(Sung by Hoss & the Cowboys)

"GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY"
(Sung by the Cowboys)

3. Settling the Frontier

"MR. CUSTER"
(Sung by a Brave Young Soldier, the Indians & the 7th Calvary)

4. Saturday Night at the Saloon

"RED RIVER VALLEY"
(Sung by the Dance Hall Girls)

The Poker Game and Saloon Fight
(Featuring Poker Pete, Badlands Bill and Dry Gulch Dan)

"THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE"
(Featuring Liberty Valance and The Man With No Name)

5. The Lynching of Poor Willie

"THE HANGIN' BLUES"

6. Meanwhile, back at the ranch...

"THEY CALL THE WIND MARIA"

"TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS"
THE CAST

HOSS - Doug Easter
BRAVE YOUNG SOLDIER - Corey Taylor
CHARLIE - Todd Amershek
POKER PETE - Tommy Ross
BADLANDS BILL - Bill Pallucca
DRY GULCH DAN - Eric Friskel
CARD DEALERS - Shannon McKee and Dusti Koelling
SAM THE BARTENDER - Robin Bonner
MAN WITH NO NAME - Jerad Brunskill
LIBERTY VALANCE - Kris Walker
POOR WILLIE - Chris Kendall
THE SHERIFF - Anthony Menghini


THE INDIANS: Kathy Baker, Pam Easter, Amy Farabi, Terri Gintner, Sarajo Grilz, Gina Parks, Jeanine Walker and Shontel Wilderman

7th CALVARY: Todd Amershek, Doug Easter, Jonathan Koelling, Bill Pallucca, Corey Taylor and Kris Walker


Produced & Directed By

Mr. Terry Stickley